
PAINTING TECHNIQUES AND EXPRESSIONS with TIM PRICE  Class ID T4  TP  
 

TUESDAY EVENINGS: 15 October 2019 to 19 November 2019 5.30pm - 8pm 

 

The cost of these classes is $90 for 6 (six) weeks x 2 ½ hours per class.  

 
In this six week course we will be alternating between technical classes where we 
learn techniques for realistically painting the world, and classes where we engage in 
exercises where we loosen up and develop our self-expression. For weeks one, 
three and five we will learn technical skills. For weeks two, four and six we will paint 
self-expressively. 
 
For the technical classes we will look at proportion, colour mark making, and focus 
on how to paint particular things like water or trees. The technical classes will involve 
an initial demonstration, the setting out of a clear and achievable task from which it is 
easy to build up skills, and further demonstrations to individuals when needed. 
 
For the self-expressive classes we will do fun painting exercises and games 
designed to help loosen up and express ourselves more readily. These classes 
involve doing a series of quick and easy activities and painting games that are 
designed to get the students to relax and jump into picture making that engages with 
the nuts and bolts of expression – colour, mark making, composition, tone etc – 
without having to worry about ‘getting it right’. 
 
This course will be thoroughly engaging, and immensely enjoyable, and suitable for 
anyone who wants to learn the basics of painting or further develop their skills. 
 
What to bring: 
Acrylic paint 
Canvas or canvas paper 
Brushes 
Board (to support paper) if 
needed 
Rag 
Palette 
Palette knife 
Sketching paper and pencils 
 

Or 
 

Watercolour paint 
Watercolour paper 
Brushes 
Board (to support paper) 
Tape 
Sketching paper and pencils 
 
Note: These lists are suggested bare minimum; bring any other equipment you wish. 
Email me with any inquiries: 
spudengineers@gmail.com 

mailto:spudengineers@gmail.com

